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A new Birkhoff-type quadrature formula associated with the extended 
ultraspherical nodes is obtained and applied to evaluate the second kind of 
ultraspherical polynomials at the endpoints of the interval of orthogonality. 
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1 
For a given LX > -1 let { PlpL)}FCO denote the system of ultraspherical 
polynomials orthogonal in [ - 1, l] with respect to the weight function 
(1 - x’)~ and normalized by P:‘(i) = (“La). In [IS] the second of us 
obtained some new quadrature formulas based on the zeros 
1 = Xln > X2” > . . > x,, = - 1 
of 
7-c n (x)=(1 -x2) P’O:l(x). n 
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In particular, it was proved in [S, p. 7991 that the quadrature formula 
i ‘,f(x)d*x= n(2n3el) Cf(l)+f(-1)l \ 
2(2n - 3) 
+ n(n-2)(2n-1),=,(P~“~Pl,(x,,))2 
y fhvz) 
1 
+ n(n- l)(n-2)(2n- l),=, (P~“A,(Xk,))2 
“2’ (1 - x~,,f”hJ 
(1.1) 
is exact for all polynomials f of degree at most 2n - 1, and thereby 
problems 36-39 in Turan [7] were solved. 
The object of this paper is to find quadrature formulas analogous to 
(1.1). Let us denote by 
1 = lb”,’ > t’l”,’ > . . > t$ > tfJ l,n = - 1 
the zeros of (1 - x2) P:)(x), and let Akn, k = 1, l,..., n, be the Cotes numbers 
of the Gauss-Jacobi quadrature process associated with the ultraspherical 
weight function, that is, 
IL’= ’ s P?)(x) 1 (fY(tkJ)(x - tkn) (1 -x2)“dx. (1.2) 
Our main result is the following 
THEOREM 1. For every c1> - 1 and n = 1,2,... the quadrature formula 
I 
1 
pIf(x)(l - xZY dx 
-22”r(a+1)I(cr+2)Z(n+1) 
=(n-cr- 1)(2n+2a+l)T(n+2cl+ 1) Cf(l)+f(-l)l 
+ 
n(2n-1) n 
(n-a - 1)(2n + 2a + 1) ,C, A’,“,‘f(t”) 
2cr(l +c() 1 
-(n-n-1)(2n+2a+l),~, l-;~;))2f(f:‘,‘) 
1 
+2(n-a--1)(2n+2a+ I),=, 
i (l-tgy)qf”(tg) (1.3) 
is exact for all polynomials f of degree at most 2n + 1 
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The proof of Theorem 1 is essentially different from the one given for 
(1.1) in [8], and the main idea of the proof is to apply the Gauss-Jacobi 
quadrature formula [6, p. 471 and Theorem 3 which is stated below. 
Theorem 1 can be applied to evaluate the second kind of ultraspherical 
polynomials at + 1. Let us define the second kind of ultraspherical 
polynomials Qp) associated with Pr) by the formula 
1 P(p)(x) - P?‘(t) 
Q?‘(x) = I~, x-t 
(1 - z*)~ dt. (1.4) 
It is well known that the second kind (or numerator) of polynomials Qt) 
satisfies the same recurrence formula which generates Pt’ except that the 
initial data are Qt)=O and Q’,a’= & T(cr + Z)/r(a + 2) (see, e.g., 
[24,6]). By the Gauss-Jacobi quadrature formula [6, p. 471 we can 
express (1.4) as 
Q;‘(x) = f’:‘(x) k$, --& 
kn 
and applying (1.3) with f(t) = 1 + t we obtain after some elementary com- 
putations the following 
THEOREM 2. Let a > -1, z = 0. Then, for n = 1, 2 ,..., 
( + 1)” Q(=)( f 1) = 
Ji T(n+a+l) 2**T(a+l) T(n+cr+l 
n crf(cc+i) n! - a f(n+2a+ 1)’ 
Remark. Theorem 2 may also be obtained from generating functions 
for the second kind of ultraspherical polynomials [ 1, 21. This was pointed 
out to us by both R. Askey and M. Ismail in independent private com- 
munications. R. Askey has also informed us that a generalization of 
Theorem 2 was proved in [9]. 
Some special cases of Theorem 1 deserve individual attention. Namely, 
when c1= -t then (1.3) becomes 
s 
I 
p,f(x)(l-x2)~~‘:2dx= - 4(2;p *) Cf(l)+f(-111 
+ik$, I+ c 1 2n(2n - l)(l -(t!;‘/*))*) > f (t!, “2)) 
z 
+2n2(2n-l),=, 
i (1 -(tl,““)‘)f”(t~,‘/“) (1.5) 
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where zL, lS2) = cos(k - i) (rcjn) are the zeros of the Chebyshev polynomials, 
whereas for a = 0 formula (1.3) takes the form 
I ’ f’(x) dx = -’ 1‘ jn-1):2,r+,)If(l)+.~(-l)l 
24 2n - 1) ‘I 1 
+ (n - 1)(2n + 1) ,c, (1 - I;,,)(P;(lk,))‘f(fkE) 
1 
+tn- lP+ l)&=] (P;(t&n))2 i l J’l’(tkn) (1.6) 
where tkn are the zeros of the Legendre polynomials P, E P(p). 
The proof of Theorem 1 is based on the following 
THEOREM 3. Let x > -1 and n = 1, 2,.... Then the quadrature ,formula 
s 
I 
,f(x)(l -x’)“dx 
= p* ,2n~a+,$gy+ 1) Cf(l)+f(-111 
2 n 
+(2n+2c(+l),=, n+l-Elp?)2 I( > 
lgf(tg) 
1 
i tg’ $‘f’( tk’) 
-2n+2a+ 1 k=, 
holds for every polynomial f of degree at most 2n + 1. 
(1.7) 
2 
In this section we will prove Theorems 1 and 3. For the sake of brevity 
we will omit some unessential indices in the formulas for example, we will 
write A, and t, instead of IIpn’ and t&j, respectively. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Fix CY > -1 and n = 1, 2,..., and let f be an 
arbitrary polynomial of degree at most 2n + 1. Then by the Hermite inter- 
polation formula (see, e.g., [S]) 
N + 1 
f(x) = C f(fk) rk(x) + ,f f’(tk) q&(x) 
k=O &=I 
(2.1) 
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where 
2-‘(1 + x)(P!qx))‘, (2.2) 
2-‘(1 -x)(P?‘(x))‘, (2.3) 
and for k= 1, l,..., n 
r/Ax) = l+ ;kyt; tk) (1 -x’) Ii(x), (2.4) 
k 
Ik Ck = -2c! - 
1 -ti’ 
and 
4 
k 
(x) = (x-t/f) 
x(1 - x2) C(x)5 
k 
(2.6) 
[k(X) = 
P?‘(x) 
P(r”(tk)(x - tk)’ 
(2.7) 
n 
We.can apply (2.2), (2.3), and formula (4.33) in [6, p. 681 to obtain 
s 
I 
rk(x)( 1 - X2)’ dx 
-I 
(f(cc + l))* f(n + 1) = 
22” (2n + 2cY + 1) f(n + 2a + 1)’ 
k=O,n+l. (2.8) 
It follows from (1.2), (2.7), and orthogonality relations that 
s 
I 
-, (x-r&~(~)(1-x~)~dx=0 (2.9) 
and 
j’ f,(x)(l -x’)“dx=j’ $(x)(1 -x*)‘dx=& 
-1 -1 
(2.10) 
for k= 1, 2 ,..., n. Applying (2.6), (2.7), and (2.9) we obtain 
i 
1 
1 qt(xM 1 - x2Jn dx 
=(l -f;)-’ j’ (x-t&i-x2)&)(1-x’)‘dx 
-I 
= - (1 -t;)-‘(Pp)‘(r,)) -* 1’ (x + t,J(P~‘(x))*(l -x2)’ dx 
-I 
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and thus by (4.3.3) and (15.3.1) in 16, pp. 68 and 352, resp.] 
?” q/Jx)( 1 --x2)” dx = - 
1 I 
I 2n + 2x+ 1 
f, /.k 
for k= 1, 2 ,..., n. By (2.4), (2.5), (2.6), and (2.11) we have 
c’ rk(x)( 1 - x’)~ dx -I 
=(1-t;) ‘j’,/:(x)(l-lx*)‘+‘dx 
2at&. 
+(2n+2d(+1)(1--1:)’ 
(2.11 ) 
(2.12) 
k= 1, 2 ,..., n. Using (2.7), (2.9) and (2.10) we get 
.r ’ f:(x)( 1 -x2)‘+ ’ dx 1 
s 
1 
= /$x)(1 -t;+t:-x*)(1 -x2)“dx 
-I 
=(l -z)&-?^’ (x-#1;(x)(l -x2)“dx 
I 
= (1 - t;) ;Ik - (PjlZ)‘(tk)) -*j’ (P~‘(x))~( 1 -x2)’ dx 
-I 
and applying again (4.3.3) and (153.1) in [6] we obtain from (2.12) 
s I rk(x)( 1 -x2)” dx -I 
22 I 2a Ak 
= 2n + 2a + 1 A, + 2n + 2cr + 1 1 - tg’ 
(2.13) 
k = 1, 2 ,..., n. Now Theorem 3 follows immediately from (2.1), (2.8), (2.11), 
and (2.13). 
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Proof of Theorem 1. Let us fix CY > - 1 and n = 1,2,.... If f is identically 
1 then by the Gauss-Jacobi quadrature formula (1.3) becomes 
5 ’ (1 -xZ)“dx -1 
22x+1 r(a+l)r(a+2)z(n+l) =- 
(n-c 1)(2n+2a+ 1) T(n+2r+ 1) 
n(2n - 1) 
+(n-GI-l)(212+2CI+l) I,(l-X2)“dX I 
2cr(l +a) i2L- 
-(n-cc-l)(2n+2cr+l),=, 1 -ti’ 
whereas by (1.7) and the Gauss-Jacobi quadrature formula 
(2.14) 
s ’ (1 -x2)crdx= 2’“‘1(T(a + 1))2 r(n + 1) -1 (2n+2a+l)f(n+2cl+ 1) 
2n 
+ 1 
’ (1-x2)“dx+ 2cr f L 
2n+2a+l -1 2n+2a+l,=, 1-t:’ 
(2.15) 
It is a matter of a simple exercise involving gamma and beta functions to 
show that (2.14) and (2.15) are equivalent, and therefore (1.3) holds for 
f=l.Iffisanyodd 1 po ynomial then by symmetry all sums and integrals 
in (1.3) equal 0 and thus (1.3) holds again. Now let f be an even 
polynomial of degree at most 2n - 1 vanishing at f 1. Then by the Gausss- 
Jacobi quadrature formula (1.3) is equivalent to 
5 
I 
-,f(x)(l -x2)“dx 
n(2n - 1) 
=(n-x4)(2n+2a+1) Y,f(x)(l-x2)“dx 5 
2a(l +a) 
s ’ -(n-a- 1)(2n+2u+ 1) 
f(x)(l -x2)=-l, 
-I 
that is, 
1 
+2(n-a-1)(2n+2sr+l) 
f “(x)( 1 -x2)‘+ ’ dx, 
(2a+l)j’ f(x)(l-x2)“dx=2uj’ f(x)(l-~‘)“~‘dx 
--I -1 
(2.16) 
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Twofold integration by parts of the second integral on the right side of 
(2.16) immediately demonstrates the validity of (2.16), and hence (1.3) 
holds again. If,f‘(.x) = (Pjzx’(x))’ then (1.3) becomes 
’ 
i, 
(Py(x)y( 1 -x2)% n.Y 
= -22”tI f(cc$l)f-(cc+2)f(n+ 1) 
(n-a - 1)(2?2+2a+ 1) T(n+2a + 1) (PY(1))2 
1 !I 
+(n-a-1)(2n+2a+,),C,il-~:il.,(~~"(t,))2. (2.17) 
Applying now (4.3.3) and (15.3.1) in [6, pp. 68 and 3521 to (2.17), for- 
mula (1.3) follows again. Finally, if ,f is an arbitrary polynomial of degree 
at most 2n + 1 then we can decompose it into f=J’, +f2 +,f3 +f4 wheref, is 
constant, ,f2 is odd, ,f is an even polynomial of degree at most 2n - 1 
vanishing at k 1, and ,fd is proportional to (Pp))2. Since we have proved 
(1.3) for each J; (i= 1, 2, 3, 4) in this decomposition, the validity of (1.3) 
follows for every polynomial ,f‘of degree at most 2n + 1. 
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